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Some places are just plain strange, but why? Delve into the mysteries behind some of the worlds strangest
places, including the Egyptian pyramids and Stonehenge and from milk-drinking gods in India to a

mysterious 'money pit' in CanadaReal (and possibly not so real) unexplained events are examined in the four
books in this series. Strange disappearances, alien visitors, mythical creatures, messages form beyond the
grave and strange places steeped in mystery all make an appearance (or should that be disappearance?!) in

these fun and informative books.

A monolith appeared in the Netherlands over the weekend showing up near a nature reserve of all places. For
more mystery. Please arrive 30 minutes before your scheduled tour time to find parking.

Mystery

THE TRIANGLE OF DEATH 3. Once regarded to be objects of high intrigue the underwater crop circles
have been. 12 Mysterious Unusual Spots In Virginia You Never Knew Existed. Then check out the most

mysterious places on earth. Mystery Of Indian Temples Is A Long Puzzle. Mystery play one of three principal
kinds of vernacular drama in Europe during the Middle Ages along with the miracle play and the morality

play. Mysterious might mean unexplainedthat is were not sure how something came to be the way it is or why
it may have been made as such. See more ideas about mysterious places places wonders of the world. Most

Mysterious Places In The Netherlands Giethoorn. Who doesnt love a good mystery? The planet is dotted with
places that are surreal eerie and. Wikimedia Commons Creative Commons AttributionShare Alike 3.0

Unported license. Jatinga Valley Birds Commit Suicide. Experts guess that they were built during the early
settling of Halifax. The same extends to certain places around the world as well. Well these two mysterious
places were the last game resorts in all that region and as late as in the forties hunters were. But we have the
attractions of these things. 12 Most Dark And Mysterious Places On Earth. to this day still like all mysterious

places in which the apparent mystery may be but the cloak of some natural reason .
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